
 

 

Panty Basics 

August 23, 2018 
10am-2pm 

With Linda Sepeda 
 

 
If you’ve ever wanted to be able to make your own comfortable and well-fitting panties, and do it in an 
afternoon, this is the class for you.  We will make one pair of basic panties in your choice of styles: 
 
Full brief with classic leg  
Full brief with French-cut leg 
Hipster with classic leg 
Hipster with French-cut leg 
 
Industry techniques will be used, with one exception 
 
This Class is for the Advanced Beginner to Advanced Sewists. You need to be able to sew a 1/4” and 3/8” 
straight stitch seam, and sew a zig zag within the 3/8” seam. You need to bring a sewing machine that is in 
good working order. You must be knowledgeable about your machine and be able to set up your own machine, 
threading, bobbin winding, etc. 
 
Prior to class, you will choose whether you want to make your panties in a bamboo or an organic cotton fabric.  
Both are natural fibers. 
 
Kit fee: includes a commercial pattern, fabric and elastic; $26 payable to Linda Sepeda by cash or check on 
the day of class. 
 
Supplies Needed 
 

 Sewing machine in good working order, with bobbins, electrical cord and pedal (if you use one)  

 11/75 stretch needles  

 Your preferred tools for cutting out a pattern—rotary cutter and mat and/or shears  
Note:  The pieces are small and accurate cutting is required.  A small size rotary cutter is recommended for 
those who prefer to use one 

 Pattern weights, optional 

 Marking tools    

 Sewing gauge or small ruler  

 Pencil 

 Pins  

 Scissors to snip threads very close to the fabric without cutting the fabric—double curve scissors or 
duck-billed scissors  

 Seam ripper  

 Tape measure  

 Thread to match fabric  

 Tool to finger press, optional (Sometimes included as part of stiletto)  
 
Supplies received in class: 
Resource list 
Materials kit to make panties in class  

Kit includes: 
 Fabric 
 Elastic 
 Commercial pattern to fit hip sizes up to 54”                                        



 

 

                                                                               
 
 Denotes items available for purchase at Dublin Sewing Center. These items should always be purchased at 
Dublin Sewing Center to ensure that you have the correct product and to ensure that we can continue to teach 
these Classes at a low price. Please remember, though, that we only carry a few of each item at a time so it is 
best to purchase your items prior to the class (in person or by phone).  
 
 
If you have any questions before class, please email me! linda@violetsvalentines.com  
 


